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August 28, 1956

Albert B. sabin, M.D.
college of Medicine
University of Cincinnati
Eden and Bethesda Avenues
Cincinnati 19, Ohio
Dear Dr. sabin:

We are planning to publish in the next issue
of Medical News an article about the pediatrics conference
recently held in Copenhagen.

When at all possible, we like to check material
lIat source,11 and are therefore asking you to read that
portion of the enclosed draft marked in red.

Since we are on top of a deadline, we shall
appreciate your phoning or wiring us collect, as soon
as you receive this letter, indicating that this portion
is accurate as it stands, or correcting any distortio~s
without increasing the over-all length. If we do not
hear from you by September 4th, we shall assume that
the article meets with your approval.

With.emany thanks for your cooperation,
Sincerely,

{}..-J s

(Mrs.) ElIDa T. wadsworth

--L_
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COPENHAGEN, Denmark -- Thousands of pediatricians from I

all parts of the world assembled here recently at the Unive~sity

of Copenhagen t s immense gymnasium and lecture halls for the

8th International Pediatric Congress.
While taking stock of many advances chalked up during 1;I1e

three years since its last sessions, the gathering made par1i-
cular note of studies on various phases of.anoxia of the neWborn,

and on the potential hazards of prenatal exposure to atomic

radiation. An interim report on the use of orally administ~red

attenuated viruses as a polio immun1zation technique also drew

considerable comment.
In discussing the possibility that the blood and tissues

of the fetus may be hypoxic in relation to the adult, Dr. Marcel
Lelong of Paris, expressed the view that the fetus "lives d-.gerously

close to the brink of critical anoxia.1I

He advised such precautionary measures as the use of oxygen

(60$ or higher) in all cases of prolonged labor, el1minatio~ of

all forms of anesthesia if the mother is in oxygen difficultJ,

The danger of over-oxygenatlon was also emphasized by •

and avoidance of the use of oxygen under pressure in cases

apparent stillbirths or neonatal respiratory accidents.

Lelong. To circumvent this, he advocated a gradual increas of
toxygen pressure from concentrations lower thanthat of

order to prevent insult to the infant from too sudden shiftipg of
oprenatal hypxia to higher external oxygen concentrations.

Among the startling facts revealed on the effects of ic

explosions: less than one-fourth of the infants were born
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and normal if their mothers were within 2,000 meters of the

Hiroshima and Nagasaki explosions. Miscarriages and stillb rths

the Congress heard.
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occurred in 2JCJ, of the 98 womenincluded in the study.

26% of the infants whodid survive the neonatal period,

fourth had congenital abnormalities, including mental ret

To date, however, no genetic aberrations have been uncove

Further developments on immunizationWith living at ten
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polio viruses were detailed by Dr. Albert/Sabin' He descri,
tests with three types of attenuated polio Viruses administe
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